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Abstract 
Fitzsimons, C.J., F. Liu and J.J.H. Miller, A second-order L-stable time discretisation of the semiconductor 
device equations, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 42 (1992) 175-186. 
The application of a second-order and L-stable predictor-corrector method to the time discretisation of the 
semiconductor device equations is investigated. The scmidiscrcte system is iinearised at an equilibrium point 
and the resulting method is shown to bc stable. It is also shown that the method conscrvzs the total current 
balance at each time level. 
Keywords: Numerical analysis, semiconductor device modelling, rime-dependent, predictor-corrector, L-stabil- 
ity, linear stability. 
1, Introduction 
In this paper we consider the 
the following coupled nonlinear 
initial and boundary conditions: 
time-dependent semiconductor device problem described by 
system of partial differential equations, subject to suitable 
V+V$)=n-p-N, 
an 
-= -V.J,,-R, 
at 
(1 1) . 
(1 4 . 
aP 
-=V*J,,-R, 
at (1 3) 
. 
(1 4) . 
(1 5) . 
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where c denotes the permittivity, $ the electrostatic potential, n and p the electron and hole 
concentrations respectively, J,, and Jp the electron and hole current densities respectively, R 
the net recombination rate, N the impurity concentration, and pn and pP the electron and 
hole mobility rates respectively. The form of the impurity profile N determines the type of 
semiconductor device under consideration. N is a function of the independent variable X, but 
does not depend on t. 
There are several difficulties associated with solving the full system (l.l)-(1.5). First, the 
time-dependent problem exhibits extreme stiffness. L-stable schemes, e.g., the backward Euler 
scheme [I], are rormally used to overcome this problem. Secondly, the method may fail to 
preserve the total current balance, i.e., the sum of currents flowing out of the various contacts 
is significantly different from zero. This is perhaps the most serious problem, because the 
terminal currents are of most interest to the design engineer. We present here a scheme that 
preserves this balance in addition to being a second-order accurate and L-stable time discreti- 
sation. Finally, the dependent variables ~5, n, p usually vary rapidly over small regions of the 
device. This requires careful spatial discretisation of the equations. Here we address the first 
two of these problems; for a discussion of the third problem, we refer the reader to [ 1,6]. 
In the following discussion we present the numerical methods in semidiscrete form, leaving 
the dependent variables continuous in the space variables, but discretised in time. The system 
(l-11-( 2.3) may be written as an implicit system of ordinary differential equations of the form 
d;p( r) 
- = f(t. l’), 
dt (1 6) 
. 
where I* = ($, n, p) and y(r) = (0, n, p). 
Different linear multistep and composite schemes [5,6] have been used to discretise the time 
derivative in (1.61. The most commonly used is the backward Euler scheme 
Ykc1 =y, +&fi+,- (1 ) .7 
Here yk9 ykAl denote the computed approximations to y(tk), y( t, + 1), S, = t,, 1 - t, and 
JC + I =f(tx;+ ,, y, -c I ). When the time step S, is uniform, we denote it by S. This scheme is only 
first-order accurate. In this paper we apply an L-stable and second-order accurate predictor- 
corrector method to the semiconductor device equations. We prove that, linearised at an 
equilibrium point, it is stable independently of the time step. We also prove that current 
balance is conserved at each time level. 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some fundamental concepts and 
lemmas required in tne subsequent analysis, including basic definitions and lemmas on the 
stability of time-stepping methods. In Section 3 we introduce the predictor-corrector scheme, 
which we analyse in Section 4. 
t Fundamental concepts and lemmas Y. 
The following definitions and lemmas are taken from [2,4.6]. In this paper we refer to 
stability in two different senses. The first is the stability of a numev-ical method. A method is 
said to be unstable if the error in the computed solution diverges as the number of time steps 
goes to infinity: a method which is not unstable is said to be stable. The second type of stability, 
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which we refer to as linear stability, refers to the stability of the method when it is applied to 
the semiconductor device problem linearised about an equilibrium point, i.e., with a set of 
boundary conditions for which no current flows. The motivation for analysing the linear 
stability of a method applied to the semiconductor device equations is provided in [6, p.1361: we 
are unaware of any method that is linearly stable, and yet blows up in any realistic application. 
Definition 2.1. A numerical method is said to be A-stable if its region of absolute stability 
contains the whole of the left half-plane. A one-step numerical method is said to be L-stable if 
it is A-stable and if, in addition, when appkied to the scalar test equation y ’ = A y, where A is a 
complex constant with Re(h) < 0, it has the form y,, 1 = Q(Sh)y,, where 1 QM) i + 0 as 
Re(SA) --) --. 
We note that for one-step methods L-stability implies A-stability. A discussion in [l] shows 
that the A-stability of a scheme is not sufficient to ensure that it performs well for stiff 
problems unless 6 is extremely small. 
Definition 2.2. Let q be a complex scalar and let Q”(q), where S >, 0, T b 0, be given by 
Q;(q) = 
where all the ai and bi are real and a, = b, = 1. We say that Q;(q) is an (S, T) rational 
approximation of order P to exp q if Q”(q) = exp q + O(qp+ ‘). If P = S + T, it is called the 
Pad& approximation to exp q. 
Definition 2.3. A rational approximation Q;(q) to exp q is said to be 
(i) A-acceptable, if I Q;(q) I < 1 whenever Re(q) < 0; 
(ii) L-acceptable, if it is A-acceptable and, in addition, satisfies I Q+(q) I + 0 as Re(q) + -moo, 
Lemma 2.4. If a one-step method, applied to the scalar test equation y ’ = A y , ,!, a complex 
constant, has the form y, + , = Qfc 6A)y,, then the method is A-stable or L-stable according as the 
approximation Qs@A) to exp(Si\) is A-acceptable or L-acceptable. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Definitions 2.1 and 2.3. 0 
Remark 2.5. Consider the (2, 2) rational approximation containing two free parameters 5 and 
5: 
(2 1) . 
It is of order two in general, and of order three if 5 # 0, 6 = f . It is a Padi approximation of 
order four if t=O, l= $. 
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Lemma 2.6. Ler Qi(q; 5, 5) be defined by (2.1). TIzen Qf< q; 5, 61 is A-acceptable if and only if 
5 >, 0. 5 >, 0, and L-mceprable if and only if 5 = 5 > 0. 
f. See 141. 0 
Let w denote a Height function satisfying w(x) > 0 almost everywhere for x E 0. In the 
following analysis we use ( - , l > and ( l , l ),,, to denote the inner products 
(n. 1%) = /w da and (u, l*),,. = / ttrw da. 
f2 $2 
We define the associated norms by 
11 tt II = (tt , tt)“’ and II tt II,,. = (zt , zt)!!‘. 
We also use the norms 
(2 2) . 
(2 3) . 
IittIIk= ( C ijQ”ui]V and c llD”ull,f~ 7 
1 
l/2 
II u II k.w = (2 4) . 
ial <k 
) 
lcrl <k 
for k = 1 or 2, where the multi-index notation is used to represent the partial derivatives of u; 
that is, Da=alnltt/~_~l...~.~~l where (Y=(~!,,...,(Y,,), cw;aOand lcvl =C:l,,cri. I I, 
3. Predictor-corrector schemes 
Cash [3] introduced a class of split linear multistep methods in which a linear multistep 
method is split into a predictor-corrector scheme, where the predictor is implicit. When the 
splirting is done appropratety, the modified method has considerably better stability properties 
than the original method. Moreover, this splitting preserves the efficiency of the predictor-cor- 
rector pair by ensuring that both iteration schemes share a common coefficient matrix. 
In this section, we analyse one of these schemes before applying it to the time-dependent 
problem. For simplicity, we assume a uniform time step 6. For the corrector we use the 8 
method to compute the predicted solution &+ ,: 
Ykrl -YL=@v(tk+l, jk+i) +(I -qf&9 Y,)]. (3 1) . 
The corrector formula is the modified Euler method with parameter u: 
Jk+l -Yn =q;f(&, Yk) +0f(tx-+*, Y,,,) +af(tk+l, f,,,)]. (3 2) . 
It is not hard to verify that if a modified Newton scheme [3] is used to solve (3.1) for j&+ I and 
(3.2) for y, + ,, the coefficient matrix of both iteration schemes is 
3f 
I-*% 
Moreover, when (T = ! and 8 = 0, (3.2) reduces to the modified Euler scheme. 
We now derive expressions for the local truncation error of the method defined by (3.0, 
(3.2). Substituting the exact solution into the predictor formula, we obtain 
Y(h+,) 3%+I = CTS’“( ‘k) + c,*s'y “( tk) + O( 6”), (3 3) . 
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where C: = $ - 0 and CT = i - $0. Similarly, from the corrector formula, we have 
Y(fk+,) _Y(fk) =$f(tk, Y(G) * P+o)f(t,.,* Y(tk+*))j +Lc[JW; 61, (3.4) 
where o+6=$ and 
L,[ y(t& 61 = C,S”y”(t,) + o(a4), c, = -A. (3 5) . 
We deduce from (3.2), (3.4) and the mean value theorem that 
=qf(tk+,7 Y(fk+1)) -frtk+l- y’k+d) +Lc[y(t,); 51 
af" 
=uS+Y(~~+J -v’,+,i +k[~(t,); 61, (3 6) . 
where we use the notation 
af” ~fuk+D 77/w) -= 
aY aY 
7 
and qk+ 1 denotes an interior point of the interval whose end-points are y, + 1 and y( tk + 1 ). 
Substituting (3.3) into (3.61, we obtain the following expression for the local truncation error of 
the predictor-corrector: 
L&y(t& 61 = 2&y”(t,) + Cjyytk) s3 + o(84). 
i I 
(3 7) . 
Applying (3.1), (3.2) to the standard scalar test equation we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. The predictor-corrector scheme (3.1), (3.2) with u = +(\/z - 1) and 8 = 1 - $fi is 
second-order accurate and L-stable. 
Proof. Let 4 = A& Applying (3.1) to the standard scalar test equation we find 
-t;k+, i + (1 - e)q ~ = 
yk i-eq l 
-4pplying (3.2) to the same test equation we find 
. (3 8) 
yk+l i+($--e+t+j+(--~e+~--e~)q2 
- = 
1 - 2eq + e2q2 
. 
yk 
(3 9) . 
The result follows from equations (2.1) and (3.4), Remark 2.5 and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6. u 
Clearly the predictor-corrector scheme (3.1), (3.2) can be written in the form 
j$+l -y, =a[(1 - +fi)f@k+,, y’,,,) + ififctk, Yk)]r (3.10) 
yk+l -y, =@(l@h, 1,) +f&+l, Yk+,)) + t(’ - fi)(f(‘kTI, Yk+l) 
- tk+l, f( y’,,,))] ’ t3’11) 
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We use this form when applying the predictor-corrector scheme to the semiconductor device 
equations in the next section. 
& Application of the predictor-corrector scheme 
We now apply the predictor-corrector scheme (3. lo), (3.11) to (1.1)~( 1.5). We assume_that 
ukr, , nk , pl_ aro given. We step frrm f k to tk + , with the predictor (3.101, and solve for +!Q +,, 
&+,, PA+!: 
1lk+, -llli =sl(l-q[-V.~~+~-R,,,]+~4q-v.J~-R,]], 2 L (4 1) . 
Pk+1 -pk =6[(1- +1E)[v-.$+’ -&+,I + ;fi[v-J; -&]I, (4 2) . 
V.(E Vi&+,) =fi,+, -PA+, -N. (4 3) . 
Using the values at t, 
the corrector formula 
nktl -nk = 
PkLl -PA = 
and the predicted values at 1, + i we obtain ek + iT nk + 19 pk + 1 by applying 
(3.11): 
~6[-V.J~-R,-V.J~fl-R~+,] 
+ $(l - fi)S( -V.J;+’ - Rk+, +V..c+’ $.&+,), (4.4) 
~~[I~.J;-R,+V.J;+~-R,+,] 
++(l-fi)G[V.J;+‘-R,+,-V.$+‘+R,,,], (4 5) . 
~-(EO~~,,)=~I~+,-~~+,-N. (4 6) . 
We now linearise the systems (4.1)-(4.3) and (4.4kC4.6) at an equilibrium point, assuming 
zero recombmatiorl for simplicity. Let &, ni), p. denote the electrostatic potential and carrier 
densities at an equilibrium point and c$“, cbp ihe corresponding electron and hole quasi-Fermi 
potentials. We denote the perturbations in 4”, 4p, t,b by cy, & w respectively. Writing rk for 
the discrete amplification factor at time level t, we have 
n, = n(,( 1 + #(w - LY)), (4 7) . 
Pk =Pt,( 1 + r”(P - 4), (4 8) . 
$x = #,) + Al. (4.9) 
Then if zi-“- ’ denotes the discrete amplification factor in the predictor at time fk, the 
predicted values are 
I& = n,,( 1 + rr”-‘(w -a)), (4.10) 
px- =po(l +?-l(P -o)), (4.11) 
&=&~+~k-‘w, (4.12) 
CY, p, w, 
boundary 
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r are complex in general and where ar, p, y satisfy the following homogeneous 
conditions 
a(x) =p(x) =w(x) =o, x E an,, 
nV~(x)=nq3(x)=n*v6I(x)=O, xGU2,, 
where n is outward normal on MI. 
Substituting the expressions (4.7)-(4.12) into (4.1)-(4.6) and retaining only the linear terms 
in cy, /3, w, we obtain 
[n,(cY-w)-(1-ffi)6 v*CLn(n,v~)]f=IIU(LY-W)+f~S v*~n(n,vCz), 
(4.13) 
[P,(P-w)-(l- $\E)S V&Q v#=p,(p -w) + +\5s Vyp(po VP), 
V.(E vt.tl)=no(w-cY)+po(w-j3), 
[no(* -w) - (l- &Z)s V&z, V~+=n,(a -w) + $? V&no VCX) 
- $( 1 - I/z)S V l p,(n, VCY)~, 
[Po(P-w)--q1- i~)v.CLp(PoOP)]r=Po(P-W)+6?iv.~p(POVP) 
- @(l - fi) v - p,( PO vp)r* 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
We then take the L, inner prcduct of (4.13) with CY and (4.14) with p and add the results. After 
partial integration we obtain 
Treating (4.16), (4.17) analogously, we obtain 
[ II a II:,, + II P II;,, - ( noa +poP, d + 6(1 - +a)( II cif Ilf,y,,n,, + II P Il~,p,po)]~ 
= [ IIdl~,,+ llPIl~,,- (noa+poP, d --+ I141~,p ++ ,, llPIIfp J] ’ P 
+ st(1 - a)( II Q II: I* ’ I 
Substituting (4.18) into (4.19),‘we get ‘I 
,I, + II P II:,, I’ $. 
I 
II 0 I!:,, + II P!Ii,, - (noa +poP, d)’ 
+ (2 - fip( II Q! II;,p,,n,, + II P !j:.+#,,)( IIaf II;,, + II b II;,, - b,Q +PoP, w)) 
+($- \l?Jb*( IId; ,I,,f ll p ll$J2]~ 
= S(1 - tq II a! II;:,,..,, + II P Il:.ppp,,)( II a II:,, + !I P II;,, - (noa -t POP, 0)) 
+ ( II a II,‘,, + II P II;,, - (noa +PoP, d)** 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
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Similarly, the inner product of (4.15) with o gives 
i 0 It:., + il 0 ll~,,+,,, = (n,a +I@. d. (4.21) 
We conclude that (n,a! +p&, W) is real. Substituting (4.21) into (4.20) and (4.18), we see that 
r and ? are also real. Furthermore, 
&a! +&$, w> < $( II af Ii:,, + II p II;,, + II w II:,,+,,,). (4.22) 
Combining (4.21) and (4.22), we find 
II a II:,, + II p II;,, - II 0 II:,,,,,, - II 0 II: E . 2 II @ II:,, 2 0. (4.23) 
We are now able to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. For any positive 6, the system (4.13)-(4.17) has a nontrivial solution only if 
r E ( - 1, 1). 
PrM. Assume that the s> >cem (4.13)-(4.17) has a nontrivial solution. Then, using (4.21), it 
follows from (4.23) that 
II a Ilk,, + II p II;,, - ( n,a!+p,~,wbO. (4.24) 
From (4.20) we can write r =x/y, where 
X= i( II Q II:,, + II /3 II;,, - (n,a +p&, 0)) 
+6( 1 - fi)( II fx IIf,fien,, + II P ll~.p,P,,)( ll a lli, + 118 lk - 
(4.25) 
+s’($-a)( ll~Ilf,~,n,,+ l!Pllf. p 2 . 9 p 0 )I 
(4.26) 
It is easy to see that the denominator y is always positive. Furthermore, when the numerator x 
is positive, then 0 < r < 1 since y -x > 0. When x is zero, then r = 0, and when x is negative, 
then 0 > r > - 1 since x + y > 0. It follows that in all cases 
-l<r<l, (4.27) 
which concludes the proof of the lemma. q 
The total current at each point in a semiconductor device at time lk is given by the 
expression 
JLt = J,f Up” -k&, (4.28) 
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where J,k, Ji are the current densities defined in (1.4)-( 1.5), evaluated at 
the displacement current defined by 
J& = a 
at 
v l (E W) I t=tk’ 
The total outflow current at an ohmic contact c at time t, is defined by 
time t, and J&_, is 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
where n is the outward normal unit vector on c and JLt is the total current at time t,. 
Differentiating (1.1) with respect to Grnt t and substituting (1.2), (1.3) into the expiaession, we 
obtain 
V l Jtot = 0. 
This shows that the total current is conseGred in a semiconductor device. 
(4.31) 
Theorem 4.2. The predictor-corrector method (4.1)-(4X& linearised at an equilibrium point, is 
linearly stable independently of the time step 6. 
Proof. This result follows immediately from Lemma 4.1, 0 
The discrete form of (4.29) at time t, for this scheme is 
J&, = (2 + fi)e V (4.32) 
This expression is used in the proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. (i) The predictor-corrector scheme (4.1H4.6) conserves the sum of the terminal 
currents at each time level. 
(ii) If the solution & n, r __ _-ff _ n ic ~11 iciently smooth with respect to time t, then at each terminal the 
upproximate total current converges to the exact terminal current as the time step 6 tends to zero. 
Proof. (i) Combining (4.1) with (4.4) and (4.2) with (4.5), we have the following expressions for 
VJt+’ and VJ,“+‘: 
VJ;+’ = (1+ fi) 
[~k+~nk]_~2+~~[nk+~nk], 
Pk+l -pk 
ci 1 
From (4.6) we have 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
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Combining (4.3) and (4.6) and substituting (4.11, (4.2) into the result, we deduce that 
fik+, -nk Pk+l -PA 
= 
6 - s ’ 
(4.36) 
Using (4.3), (4.6) and (4.32)-(4.36), we show that the sum of the terminal currents at time t, _,_ , 
is 
Cr &+I= C w Jk+’ +J;+’ +JA;‘).n ds I? c c c 
= 
/ ( R V= J,f+l +J,“+‘+J&‘) da 
= 
,( ( R 
(l+\Tz) 553)-(2+qk+lJ 
Pktl -pk 
6 1 
= 0. (4.37) 
Therefore the scheme conserves the sum of the terminal currents at each time level. 
(ii) Let uij) denote aiu(ti)/ati where u is n, p or +. Using (4.33), (3.3) and taking Taylor 
expansions about tk, we find that 
1 -v~Jn~tk+,) V.J,“+‘-V.J,ft,+,)=(l+fi) [dk+;nk]_t2+fi(nk+;nk 
=(‘+fi)[““‘8nk+1]-[nk+;nk]-V.Jn(~k+,) 
Analogously, we deduce 
= (1 + a)[ +(l - &Zj&z(k2) + A(4 - 3fi)S2@] 
- n(kl) + $nf’ + tS*nf)] + [ n(kl, + Snf) + +S2n’,3)] + 0( S3) [ 
= - $nf) + i( _L(fi _ 2))6*n’,3) -fly) - $n’,2) - $2nf) 
+ ny) + Sn’,Z’ -t- +S2nf) + 0( S3) 
= i( $(2 + fi))S2n’,3) + O(S3). (4.38) 
V .J;+’ - V l Jp(fk+l) = - fif(2 + \lz))S2Pi3’ + 0(S3). (4.39) 
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For the displacement current we obtain 
V*J’+‘-V*Jdisp(tk+l) 
dlSP 
=(2+\/z) v* v [ E (So)]-(l+a)[vd( ,,,,,] 
- ’ l Jclizp(fk+l) . 
- ’ l Jdisp(fk+ 1) 
-VT V$pJ, 
= v . E v( *f’ + $3#) + ~s5@‘) + ;&I’,2 - a( + (a - 2))6%2’,3’ - $pB’ 
+ $( ;(a - 2))sZpi3) - v . E V(#$” + st#) + $2$;3)) + O(S3) 
= +a[ nf) -pf) - v ‘E vt@] + $2[;(\/z - 2)pP’ - $5 - 2)nf) 
-2 v - E qq’] + O(is3) 
= $[ n8’ -pf’ - v l E VI@] + +s2+( fi - 2) [ pf) - ny’ - v l E VI@)] 
- $32 + 0) v * E vqk3’ + o(a3) 
- fS[ N(2)] -+ $‘$(fi - 2)[ Iv’“‘] - $2’(2 + J5j v . E Q/p + O(6”) i? 
= - $9(2 + fi) v ‘E V$i3) + O(S”). (4.40) 
Let 4, E C”(0) be such that 
4 i 
1, XEC, 
C 
= 0, xEn\A, 
where A is a suitable open set containing c. Substituting (4.38)-(4.40) into the expression for 
the error at the terminal c, we see that 
ek+l = 
c /[ 
Jk+l -J,l(tk+l)] vz ds + /[ Jpk+l -J,(t,+,)] .n ds II 
C C 
+l,[Jg -Jdisp(tk+I)] *’ ds 
-Jn(tk+l))*&dfl+/ v*(J;+l-Jp(fk+l))*~rdo 
R 
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V=E V@&_ da 
< C6’( 11 @)I1 + 11 pB’ll + II $f’/*) l (4.41) 
Here C is a positive constant independent of h and 6. Therefore, if the solution 9, n, p is 
sufficiently smooth with respect to the time t, the approximation to the total current at a 
contact approaches the exact total terminal current as the time 6 tends to zero. •I 
5. summary 
We applied a second-order accurate and L-stable predictor-corrector method to the dis- 
cretisation in time of the semiconductor device equations. The semidiscrete system thus 
obtained was linearised at an equilibrium point and the resulting method was shown to be 
linearly stable. It was also shown that the sum of the total terminal currents is conserved. 
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